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NIGHT ROOMS

Some rooms are just meant for candlelight
and drinks before dinner. What color will give
yours that after-hours romance?

"This is an unexpected
shade of green that
would be wonderful in a
dining room or a study.
It reminds me of those
sunbaked olive greens
you see in Tuscany.
Warm and a little faded,
with a feeling of age. In
a flat finish, it becomes a
little chalky and looks
soft, almost like suede.
Imagine snuggling up
on a great cozy sofa with
a fire going."
ALLISON

PALADINO

BENJAMIN

MOORE

PROVIDENCE

OLIVE HC-98

"At night, this brown
retains its brownness
instead of turning into a
black abyss. In summer,
it feels cool and
shadowy, and in winter,
it feels like warm cashmere. I like dark colors
because they always
make a room feel more
decorated than it is. You
don't have to rely so
much on artwork or
ornamentation, which
is good for the budget."
BRUCE

NORMAN

BENJAMIN
CLINTON

LONG

MOORE
BROWN

HC-67

Interviews by
CHRISTINE

PITTEL

"Isn't this chocolaty
aubergine fabulous?
Imagine it in a highgloss finish-even more
gorgeous-in your
dining room. At night,
you can't really tell
where the walls are.
Your artwork will look
like it's floating on air.
Purple is so rich and
warm. It makes me feel
taken care of. And it's
very glamorous, perfect
with silver leaf and
crystal chandeliers and
crunchy giltwood
Italian sconces. Thinko
Rose Cumming in her
fabulous town house
with all the purple
lacquer. Itjust makes
you feel good."
MICHAEL

WHALEY

FARROW & BALL
PELT2S4
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"Oon"t you feel different in the evening
than you do during
the day? You dress
differently. You pour
a cocktail. You're
more relaxed. A deep,
rich c'olor like this
reddish brown puts
you in that glamorous,
sensual mood. I'd
layer it with exotic
paisleys and interesting antiques and
a tiger-patterned
carpet to create a lush,
romantic room for
drinks before dinner.
Soft light to draw
you in-romance has
a lot to do with the
way a room is lit."
ALEX PAPACHRISTIDIS
BENJAMIN
GL£NWOOD

MOORE
BROWN

1141

"I painted a living room
this deep, saturated
brown and added a giltwood mirror, furniture
slipcovered in gray-andwhite ticking, and sea
grass on the floor. The
brown looks even more
romantic as dusk settles
in and the touches of gilt
come alive in the lamplight. It feels smart and
sophisticated. As soon
as you walk in, you're
ready for a party."

"I like to have cocktails
in the living room before
sitting down to dinner,
and this soft gold still
has the glow of sunset
even after the sun
has gone down. You
could mix it with green,
blue, or red or go more
neutral with beige and
cream. I like it in High
Lustre so it reflects light.
You'll have the sensation of being inside a
glass of Champagne !"
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